
PROCESS 

1. To Prepare an Editing Software that will execute according to varying 
Consciousness Rules®
 

Could never find a Programmer who could be interested into beating 
hell out of Grammar, as in Text (s)/ Sutr’s 
https://archive.org/stream/ashtadhyayitrans06paniuoft/ashtadhya
yitrans06paniuoft_djvu.txt
 
OR 
 
Help Disambiguate things, Cinematically speaking 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boolean_algebra

In mathematics
values of the 
Instead of 
operations are addition and multiplication, the main operations of Boolean algebra are the 
conjunction
is thus a formalism for describing logical relations in the same way that ordinary algebra describes 
numeric relations.

Boolean algebra was introduced by 
Logic
According to 

Boolean algebra has
in all modern programming languages. It is also used in 

2. Setting Up the Tent Cinema Exhibition / Screening Space. 
(ala. T.S.Elliott. Place is always place etc. Liminal / Subliminal bla bla) 

Problems of the Aspect Ratio  ( 𝑉𝑖𝑧.  𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 ) 

To Prepare an Editing Software that will execute according to varying 
®(ala. Panini. Ashtadhyayi. 6th Cent. BC) 

Could never find a Programmer who could be interested into beating 
hell out of Grammar, as in Text (s)/ Sutr’s  
https://archive.org/stream/ashtadhyayitrans06paniuoft/ashtadhya
yitrans06paniuoft_djvu.txt 

OR  

Help Disambiguate things, Cinematically speaking  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boolean_algebra 

mathematics and mathematical logic, Boolean algebra is the branch of algebra
values of the variables are the truth values true and false, usually denoted 1 and 0 respectively. 
Instead of elementary algebra where the values of the variables are numbers, and the prime 
operations are addition and multiplication, the main operations of Boolean algebra are the 
conjunction and denoted as ∧, the disjunction or denoted as ∨, and the negation
is thus a formalism for describing logical relations in the same way that ordinary algebra describes 
numeric relations. 

Boolean algebra was introduced by George Boole in his first book The Mathematical Analysis of 
Logic (1847), and set forth more fully in his An Investigation of the Laws of Thought
According to Huntington, the term "Boolean algebra" was first suggested by 

Boolean algebra has been fundamental in the development of digital electronics
in all modern programming languages. It is also used in set theory and statistics

Setting Up the Tent Cinema Exhibition / Screening Space.  
(ala. T.S.Elliott. Place is always place etc. Liminal / Subliminal bla bla) 

BTW … Clap Traps for the Humble

Beer joke for an infinite number of 
mathematicians - Zeno's paradox revisited
An infinite number of mathematicians walk into a 
bar. The first asks the bartender for a beer.
asks for half a beer. The third one says he wants a 
fourth of a beer. The bartender interrupts, puts two 
beers on the bar and says: “You guys need to learn 
your limits.” 

Politics and science, humor and hypocrisy. 
METANOODLE . Thursday, 22 September 2011
http://metanoodle.blogspot.in/2011/09/zenos
paradox-beer-joke.html 

 was like KOS (A Greek Island in Werner Herzog’s First Feature Film 

To Prepare an Editing Software that will execute according to varying 
 

Could never find a Programmer who could be interested into beating 

https://archive.org/stream/ashtadhyayitrans06paniuoft/ashtadhya

 

algebra in which the 
, usually denoted 1 and 0 respectively. 

where the values of the variables are numbers, and the prime 
operations are addition and multiplication, the main operations of Boolean algebra are the 

negation not denoted as ¬. It 
is thus a formalism for describing logical relations in the same way that ordinary algebra describes 

The Mathematical Analysis of 
An Investigation of the Laws of Thought (1854).[1] 

, the term "Boolean algebra" was first suggested by Sheffer in 1913.[2] 

digital electronics, and is provided for 
statistics.[3] 

(ala. T.S.Elliott. Place is always place etc. Liminal / Subliminal bla bla)  
… Clap Traps for the Humble 

Beer joke for an infinite number of 
Zeno's paradox revisited 

e number of mathematicians walk into a 
The first asks the bartender for a beer. The second 

asks for half a beer. The third one says he wants a 
The bartender interrupts, puts two 

“You guys need to learn 

Politics and science, humor and hypocrisy. 
METANOODLE . Thursday, 22 September 2011 
http://metanoodle.blogspot.in/2011/09/zenos-

Greek Island in Werner Herzog’s First Feature Film Signs Of Life)  



3. Create Scope for Expanded Cinema© Gene Youngblood 
http://www.vasulka.org/Kitchen/PDF_ExpandedCinema/book.pdf 

ExpandEd CinEma From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia  

Expanded Cinema by Gene Youngblood (1970), the first book to consider video as an art form, was influential in establishing 
the field of media arts.[1] In the book he argues that a new, expanded cinema is required for a new consciousness. He describes 
various types of filmmaking utilizing new technology, including film special effects, computer art, video art, multi-media 
environments and holography. 

Given above is a set of Realistic Problems ( just one of the many few ) imagined / encountered en route 
ZERO POINT, SEASONGRAY’s Interdependent Cinema Project, tried by Time, tasted by None.   

PLZ WATCH THIS SPACE 

 

SEASONGRAY DOESN’T OWN COPYRIGHT © FOR A SINGLE PIXEL † 


